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of racist messages and her family fear she will get

worse A teenager who says she has received
hundreds of racist messages from anonymous users

and finds them "really frustrating" has set up a
social media account to publicly broadcast them.
Kwabena Mwansa, 17, says she has been called a
"slave", a "woman", a "negro" and a "n****r" by

users of the internet account @reasonwhyimblack,
which she set up after being harassed online.

Mwansa, who is from the east London area, says the
anonymous messages, in which slurs about her
ancestors are included, began shortly after she

supported the US rapper Azealia Banks for her 2016
election. "I'm a bit of a free thinker – I'm very down
to earth," said the schoolgirl, who plans to begin a

masters degree in theology. "In the West, if
someone says something like that I think, '
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